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The million-copy-plus bestselling calendar whisks you to hundreds of fabulous destinations across

the world, with Patricia Schultzâ€”author of the phenomenal 1,000 Places to See Before You Die

seriesâ€”as your personal tour guide. Discover Ubud, Bali, known for both its ancient artistic heritage

and lush, terraced rice paddies. The mineral-rich and purportedly curative hot springs of Hakone,

Japan. Guanajuatoâ€™s soaring, salmon-colored La Parroquia church. And the San Juan

Islandsâ€”a hidden gem of the Pacific Northwest. Plus, festivals, Global Intelligence quizzes,

Traveler in the Know tips, and quotes: All journeys have secret destinations of which the traveler is

unaware.â€”Martin Buber
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I was prepared to really dislike this book, if for no other reason than because it takes one of my

passions -- travel -- and reduces it to a kind of grocery list. Travel, I have always thought, is about

experiencing a different culture and its history and not about checking the most important cathedral

or museum in a city off a to-do list.But I must admit this small-but-thick book intrigued me. Most of

the criticisms of something like this will be of specific choices the author makes: How could she

overlook X? Or what was she thinking when she included Y? And while I admit that I scratched my

head at a few curious omissions and chuckled at some of the choices that did make the cut, I must

say that overall, the selection is very good. Every traveler or would-be traveler will find selections of

interest on its pages, whether they are looking for luxury or natural beauty or history or art or

culinary masterpieces or thought-provoking journeys.But I think the real strength of 1,000 Places to



See Before You Die is author Patricia Schultz' lively writing. Ms. Schultz has a real gift for

description, and her love and enthusiasm for the places she writes about at once manage to excite

the reader about the place being described and to give him or her a small taste of it before even

diverting the eyes from the page.All that said, I would be disappointed to scan someone else's copy

of this book and see places that have been already visited crossed off in red ink or to discover that

future trips were being planned to maximize the number of the 1,000 places that can be visited in a

short time.

If grandma and grandpa are getting bored in retirement, this is a fantastic book to buy them. If *you*

are looking to explore the world, consider a Lonely Planet or guide better geared at the under-65

crowd.Certainly people would quibble with my list of 1000 places, but here is why I believe this book

is not appropriate for anyone who doesn't get an AARP discount:- Euro-american focus. The book is

almost insulting in its lack of coverage of Asia, Africa, and the Middle East. For instance, there is

nothing listed in Delhi except a restaurant vs. nine sites in over-touristed Morocco. There is virtually

nothing in places not covered by travel guides, such as Central Asia and almost anywhere in Africa

that doesn't have pyramids or characters from "The Lion King." Iraq is the cradle of civilization, but

apparently UFOs in Roswell and Disney theme parks are more important. At least Schultz

acknowledges the bias, saying that places like Kolkata and Madagascar are "arduous choices."-

Cultural insensitivity. Schultz's use of the most anglicized names possible and long-replaced

colonial monikers (like Calcutta and Laotian for Kolkata and Lao) makes her occasionally sound like

Mr. Burns asking for "the Prussian consulate in Siam."- Intended for traveler-writers with unlimited

budgets. Despite claiming with a straight face that she's "never a travel snob," Schultz typically

choses the most expensive way to see a place. I am a travel snob, but sometimes Schultz's

recommendations of tours are too outrageous even for me. For instance, Ayuthaya, Thailand, is

easily reached by a comfortable air-con first class bus from Bangkok for 95 cents, but Schultz

recommends a $390 tour.- Questionable rationales.
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